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Get Gardening! by Amber McKinnon

Naturopathic

The garden… many of us have found memories of mud pies, digging in the dirt,
helping mom or grandma with the weeding and playing with worms or other fascinating
creatures we’d find there. Then sadly we grow up and often we lose our connection to this
healing entity, to the dirt and all the life it sustains. As adults it is so easy to get caught up
in the rat race of life, however, during stressful times it is important to remember to stay
grounded. One excellent way to do this is to
Garden Soup
get reconnected to the earth through
This is a great hearty soup with a mom’s
gardening.
home cooking appeal. It’s perfect for rainy
Working in the garden forces us to
summer days. It’s full of vegetables and herbs
slow down and quite literally smell the flowers. you can grow at home, hence the name. Try it
with a loaf of your favorite bread. Enjoy!
Tending to plants can be very meditative;
Ingredients
feeling the textures of the soil between your
1
lrg onion
4 lrg blanched and
fingers, the warm sun on your back, the smell
2 tbsp olive oil
peeled fresh tomatoes
of the earth and plant life penetrating your
3 cups peeled and
( or one 28 oz can diced
senses will bring you back to your center.
cubed firm squash
tomatoes)
Watching your plants grow week by week is
1 ½ cup cubed potato
3 tsp fresh oregano (or 1
1 ½ cup cubed
½ tsp dried)
also very rewarding
sweet potato
2 tsp fresh thyme (or 1
knowing that this life has
¾ cup peeled and tsp dried)
sprouted from your
chopped carrot
6 cups water or vegetaefforts. Research has
1 lrg chopped
ble broth
green pepper
4 cups well rinsed and
shown that gardening
salt and pepper to chopped kale
can help reduce stress
taste
one 19 oz can chickpeas,
and promote feelings of
4 cloves minced or drained and rinsed
tranquility, peace and
pressed garlic
well being; it has even
been shown to decrease blood pressure and
Directions:
heart rate! Some believe that the human bond Sauté the onions in the oil until translucent,
add the squash, potato, sweet potato, carrot
with the earth and plants is deeply rooted in
and water or broth, cook for 5 min. Next, add
our being and that we are innately drawn to
the pepper, tomatoes and spices, then conlife. Edward O. Wilson who coined the term
tinue to cook until potatoes are just tender
“biophilia” which literally means “love of life or about 5 more minutes. Finally, add the garlic,
living systems”, believed this natural urge to
chickpeas and kale, cook for an additional 5-8
be genetically engrained. It is not hard to
min until the chickpeas are warmed through
and the kale has wilted. Serve right away!
imagine that fulfilling this urge could help us
Serves 8-10 people.
feel whole again, how it could heal on more
than just the physical level.
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frequently asked

What is the initial visit like?
At your first visit we review
medical history and health,
focusing on your particular
interests or concerns. As this is an
in depth process, and we are a
teaching clinic, first visits generally
lasts about 1 hour and 15 minutes.
The second visit is generally
devoted to physical examination
both as a preventative measure,
and as a way to ascertain your
health status. Laboratory testing
may also be indicated at this time.
At subsequent visits your clinicians
discuss your treatment program,
and evaluate progress towards your
health goals. Return visits
generally take about 45 minutes.
Who will I be working with during
the visit?
Generally, you will be cared for by a
two student team; one acting as the
primary clinician, and the other
assisting working under a licensed
Naturopathic physician.
What are the different treatments
offered at the clinic?
The Boucher Institute of
Naturopathic Medicine offers a
wide array of treatments, including
clinical nutrition, hydrotherapy,
acupuncture, homeopathy,
wellness counselling, physical
medicine and botanical medicine.
Will the visits be covered by my
Extended health care plan?
Naturopathic Medicine is covered
by many extended medical plans.
Please check with your plan to
determine your coverage.
How do I schedule an
appointment?
Call our Clinic anytime
(604.540.2873) to schedule an
appointment. If no one is
available, please leave a message
indicating your name, phone
number and date and time of
preference.

And the rewards continue go beyond this as well, if you decided
to plant longer stemmed flowers such as roses, daisies or cone
flowers you can pick them for bouquets. If you decide on
vegetables or herbs you can use them in the kitchen and know
they are free of pesticides. There is something most satisfying
about harvesting your own garden, for whatever purpose.
You may be thinking “but, summer is already here, how can I
start a garden now, it’s too late”. It’s never too late to start a
garden, especially in the mild climate of the west coast. There are
plenty of plants that will grow if planted outside as late as August!
Leaf lettuce, radishes, turnips, spinach and chinese vegetables,
such as bok choy can be planted as late as mid August. If you get
a little earlier start, beets, chives, carrots, broad beans, peas, leaf
or head lettuce, kale, leeks and Swiss chard can be planted up to
mid July. These plants will growth through the fall and winter and
some, like the kale will continue to grow year round!
Remember, even if you don’t have any land to plant in, you
can start a potted garden on your balcony and you will be amazed
at what you can grow there. Another option if you want to start
small is to try growing a couple culinary herbs in a sunny window
sill. Good herbs to try include: rosemary, basil, chives, parsley,
cilantro, lavender, thyme or oregano. Herbs are generally quite
hearty and seem to grow even better, the more you cut them, so
use them, don’t be shy to liven up your cooking! Try the recipe on
page two with your summer garden vegetables. All you really
need to get started is some dirt, a shovel, a seed/ seedling,
sunlight, some water, a little imagination and plenty of love. So
go, play in the dirt and heal your body, mind and spirit.
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Summer Skin Care by Jennifer Schmidt-White
The Basics of Sunscreen
Sunscreen ingredients are in a lot of skincare products, some with
UVA protection, some with UVB protection, and most with a host
of ingredients that are difficult to pronounce. Educating oneself on
product ingredients and claims helps us to choose what is right for
our own skin.
UVA (Ultraviolet-A) waves are long-wave rays from the sun that
penetrate deeply into the skin and cause the appearance of
sun-damaged skin: wrinkles & leathered appearance. UVA
amplifies UVB’s carcinogenic effects and is now thought to directly
cause melanoma & some skin cancers.
UVB waves are short solar waves and readily cause sunburn. The
UVB waves are thought to be the major cause of basal and
squamous cell carcinomas as well as contributing to melanoma.
Sunscreens use chemicals to
absorb UV rays whereas
sunblocks deflect the rays.
Some of the sunscreen
ingredients to exercise
caution with are:
 PABA (para aminobenzoic
acid) - oxidizes easily,
stains clothing & may
cause skin irritation
 Benzophenones - known
to cause serious allergic reactions
Continued on page 3
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Cinnamates – benzyl & octyl
methylcinnamate (often used
in waterproof sunscreens) &
causes skin irritation & allergic urticaria
Salicylates – benzyl salicylate,
octyl salicylate, homomenthyl
salicylate all have been known
to cause allergic skin
reactions.

Clinic Hours

Safer Sunscreen ingredients
include Titanium Dioxide & Zinc
Oxide – mineral compounds that
reflect UV rays; non-opaque
versions are available but the use
of the nanoparticles necessary for
this is not well researched. There is always the option to wear light coloured
clothing that covers the skin, which will minimize exposure.

Mondays
8:00am—8:30pm

Skin Care Tips from the Inside Out
 drink plenty of water – keeping the body properly hydrated is essential for
skin care
 avoid smoking & second-hand smoke– tobacco smoke creates skindamaging free radicals
 consume essential fatty acids - nuts, seeds, avocado & low mercury fish help
nourish the skin, moisturizing and protecting your skin from the inside out
 eat plenty of fresh, colourful fruits and vegetables – valuable anti-oxidants
in whole foods help keep skin supple; blueberries & black berries are excellent
skin-refreshers
 avoid highly processed foods and refined sugars – these foods contribute to
inflammation which can make the skin more sensitive to damage, so choose
whole foods instead
 exercise regularly – at least 30 minutes of moderate exercise a day keeps you
glowing
 lower stress levels – chronic stress produces free-radicals which can
prematurely damage collagen in skin - try yoga, meditation, walking outdoors
& calming activities you enjoy.

Thursdays
8:00am—8:30pm

body

News at Boucher
ND09 Graduation
BINM is excited to announce that convocation will
be held at SFU Images Theatre on Saturday, June
27th . This year’s convocation is especially notable as it
marks the first class to graduate since BINM has
received full CNME accreditation. Also, this is the
largest graduating class to date, with 29 students set
to complete their studies and embark on their
professional careers as naturopathic doctors. After the
ND09 class walks across the stage at Images Theatre
there will be over 100 BINM alumni/alumnae, which is
a great achievement for a school that graduated its
first class just five years ago. Congratulations to all
graduating students. We will miss you all and wish
you success and happiness in your professional
endeavours.

BINM Open House
On Saturday, May 9th, 2009, BINM held a very
successful Open House to celebrate Naturopathic
Medicine Week. A Product fair, student displays,
educational talks by licensed NDs and clinic
screening tests drew crowds of 150 throughout the
day. Many new patients booked appointments in
our public naturopathic clinic, and students, staff
and faculty were unanimous in lauding Open House
as an exciting achievement and an indication of the
extraordinary future that is unfolding at the Boucher
Institute of Naturopathic Medicine.

news &
important
dates

Pass it on
Help those you care about and share this
newsletter. A pdf version can be found at our
website www.binm.org

School Tour and Admissions Info
Please call 604.777.9981 to arrange a time to visit.

Tuesdays
4:00pm—9:00pm
Wednesdays
4:30pm—8:30pm

Fridays
8:00am—4:00pm
Saturdays
9:00am—1:00pm

Our Naturopathic
Medical Clinic is
open to the public
Clinic Location
320-435
Columbia St.
New Westminster
British Columbia
Canada V3L 5N8
Contact

Tel: 604.540.2873
www.binm.org

Information Drop-in
Interested in learning more about BINM? Drop in any
Wednesday from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm. Suite 110 of our
main building.
More Info
Interested in finding out more about Boucher
and natural health? Give us a call or visit our
website at www.binm.org
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Your first 3 visits include an intake visit, a
complete physical exam and a follow -up visit

First 3 visits for $90

BINM CLINIC SPECIAL

Summer Hydration: Drink Up!

Call
604-540-2873
for an
appointment
today
Bring in this
coupon to receive this
limited time offer.

www.binm.org

by Alea Gill

With summer approaching and warmer days ahead of us, it is
important that we take the necessary steps to prevent dehydration and
heat-related illness. Keeping the body well-hydrated is one of the
simplest things you can do for your health. An estimated 75% of North
Americans are dehydrated and fail to consume the recommended
eight glasses of water per day.
The human body is made up of 70% water and is vital in
numerous bodily processes. The benefits of hydration include:
regulation of body temperature, aids in the absorption of vital
nutrients, transports nutritious substances, keeps joints lubricated,
removes metabolic wastes, and keeps tissues firm and elastic. Without
replacing lost fluids we age faster, get brittle bones, constipation,
kidney and skin problems, joint aches and pains, circulation and liver
problems.

balance

Signs of Dehydration
· Thirst
· Dry mouth
· Poor skin elasticity
· Fatigue
· Low blood pressure
· Light-headedness
· Headache
· Muscle cramping
· Dizziness or confusion
· Increased heart rate
or breathing
· Dark urine
How much water do you need to drink?
Individual requirements depend on diet, exercise
and climate, but a good rule of thumb to use is
the eight-and-eight rule. In other words, drink
eight 8-oz glasses of water every day. A more
specific method of calculating how much water
you should drink is by dividing your weight in
pounds by two. The resulting number is in
ounces of water you should consume daily. For
example, if you way 160lbs (73kg), you should
ideally drink 80 ounces (2400mL) daily. If you are
active or live in a hot climate, you need to
increase your intake accordingly. A word of
caution: for certain medical conditions drinking
too much water can be detrimental. Individuals
with kidney problems, high blood pressure, heart
disease, and edema (swelling of the legs) should
consult their doctors before increasing their
water intake.

Avocado Face Mask
for dry, sun
damaged skin
Avocado contains
Vitamin E and
essential fatty acids
that help to nourish
dry, damaged skin
½ Avocado
5 drops jojoba oil
1 tsp honey
-blend avocado &
jojoba oil & honey
in blender until
smooth
-apply a thin layer
to face & neck
-leave on for 30
minutes
-rinse with warm
water

Continued on page 5
604.540.2873
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Summer Hydration: Drink Up! cont from page 4...
Tips for increasing water intake

If you are having difficulty consuming enough
water, here are some suggestions to stay
hydrated over the warm summer months:
1. Include water-laden foods in your diet such
as soup broths, celery, melons, and bok
choy.
2. Squeeze fresh lemon or lime into your water
to enhance the taste.
3. In the morning, fill a 2 liter bottle and make
sure it’s gone by the end of the day.
4. Keep a water bottle with you at your desk,
in your purse, or in your car. The more
accessible water is to you, the more you will
drink it.
5. Drink herbal teas such as peach, mint, or strawberry. Add some ice
cubes for a refreshing, thirst-quenching iced tea.
6. Reduce your intake of diuretic beverages such as coffee and black
tea. For every cup of coffee you drink, add an extra glass of water.

purity

Soaking in the Summer in Healthy Fit Form

by Natalie Groenewoud

As a fan of fitness or a mindful individual regarding health, let one
of the most important components of a healthy mind and body be part
of your summer routine. The all encompassing strengthening of bone
and balancing of muscles will be the reward of strength training.
Strength training can help maintain and enhance almost every function
of your body! What’s that you say? “It is not just intended to bulk up
and look good in your beach wear?” Read on, you are in store for some
great findings!!
Let’s go straight to your BONES:
In strength training there is a variety of equipment one can use:
dumbbell weights, machines, ankle or wrist weights or even your very
own body weight! What is important is that there is resistance on your
muscles so that there is a loading force. The load placed on the target
muscle will send a signal to your bones to increase formation where the
load is the greatest. So if you are using weights for your arms it will only
benefit your arm bones, therefore you must ensure that you are varying
your exercises to accommodate for the different areas of your body.
Strength training is especially emphasized for women to aid in the
prevention of osteoporosis. It will increase bone density and
remodeling, so be preventative and start your weight training as the
summer approaches!
Now for Balancing the Body:
A second brilliant benefit of strength training is that it has corrective
properties on muscular imbalances and distorted posture that directly
affect the body’s ability to execute everyday movements.
Continued on page 6
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Soaking in the Summer in Healthy Fit Form

cont from page 5...

Those people who already lead an active lifestyle, such as golfers, may know
that the typical term “golfer’s elbow” is not referring to a game under par!!
Golfers elbow is painful and in most cases caused from the repetitive swinging
motion used in golfing. A well-planned strength program can correct posture
using exercises and movements that relieve tight and overused muscles while
strengthening weak and undeveloped muscles and thereby decrease the risk of
injury. In the case of golfer’s elbow, we would have to strengthen wrist
extension to bring balance to the forearm and elbow musculature and
eliminate the cause of the pain. So what are you waiting for? It is time to start
your weight training program. Here are some simple suggestions to get you on
your way:
 Weight train at least two times a week touching on all your major muscle
groups: buttocks, thighs,
calves, abdominal, lower back,
upper back, chest, shoulders
and arms.
 Make sure you give your
muscles at least one day of
rest between training session
to allow your muscles to
recover and rebuild.
· Strength training is most
beneficial when a small number
of repetitions (ex. 8-12) are used and the weight is progressively increased.
As strength improves, it is best to increase the weight used in the activities
rather than the repetitions.
I hope this gives you some guiding information and some enthusiasm to go
enhance your movement, strengthen your muscles and bones, prevent injury,
and maintain all physical function. With your new fitness regimen, your body
will be prepared to handle anything!
Come into the Boucher Clinic today and ask your senior naturopathic student
how they can help you get on a plan encompassing nutrition and supplements
that are need to support healthy bone/ muscle function while in training.

well-being

The Principles of
Naturopathic
Medicine
Primum No Nocere
First, do no harm

Tolle Causam
Identify and treat the cause

Vis Mediatrix
Naturae
The healing power of nature

Tolle Totum
Treat the Whole Person

Docere
Doctor as Teacher

Prevention
Prevention is the best Cure

Articles are written by the students of the Boucher Institute of
Naturopathic Medicine.
The contents of Natural
Selections are to inform the
general public, and not
intended as medical advice.
Please contact a naturopathic
physicition to book your appointment today.

nature
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The naturopathic physician of tomorrow will
have a truly caring nature and genuine desire to
serve, will commit to the on-going practise of
self-reflection and personal growth, and will
have a passionate belief in the efficacy of complementary medicine. The ethical ideal of
“making a difference” must be supported and
enlightened by the realisation that, in order to
make a difference we must first “live this difference”. Living this difference invariably means
practising what we preach both as a career and
vocational choice, and also as a lifestyle commitment that we make everyday of our lives.
The naturopathic physician will be a leader in
a cultural transformation that adamantly rejects

“living longer” via drugs, surgical interventions
and scientific technology, without “living
better”. (S)he will explore natural therapies,
modalities and lifestyles that offer us a desirable
and achievable quality of life.
The value system of the physician of the
future will recognise and validate the precious
vulnerability of all patients as persons and
cherish the inherent worth and dignity of our
common humanity. (S)he will be a visionary
who knows we sometimes have to go back to our
past and to nature, to the belief in the natural
healing power of the body, mind and spirit, in
order to go forward to optimal health and wellbeing.

our
commitment
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